
ASA Instrument Chapter 12 - VOR - Questions

1. The VOR can be used for:

a. orientation relative to a VOR.

b. position fixing along a course.

c. tracking to or from a VOR ground station.

d. holding.

e. instrument approaches to land.

f. all of the above

2. The signal that transmits outbound from a VOR in 360 degrees, in much the
same way as spokes on a wheel is called a

a. VOR heading.

b. VOR course.

c. VOR radial.

3. What goes toward a VOR, passes over it, and continues on outbound in the
same direction?

a. VOR bearings

b. VOR courses

c. Birds

4. When a VOR is operating normally, the accuracy of the radials transmitted is

a. ±2° or better.

b. ±5° or better.

c. ±20° or better.

5. About every ten seconds, a Morse code identifier is transmitted over a VOR,
allowing the pilot to

a. detect if the airplane is heading to or from the VOR.

b. positively identify the VOR.



c. practice learning Morse code.

6. Some VORs may also carry voice transmissions that may identify the VOR or
carry messages such as

a. ATIS or AWOS.

b. CTAF transmissions.

c. PSAs.

7. ❓What other voice transmission can be heard on VORs?

_______________________

8. If the VOR ground station is undergoing maintenance, the coded identifier is not
transmitted but can be used for navigation.

a. True

b. False

9. What may be affected by the terrain surrounding the ground station, the height of
the VOR beacon, or the altitude of the airplane and its distance from the station?

a. VOR reception

b. Cloud clearance requirements

c. VOR course

10.What are the three classes of VORs?

a. Light, moderate, and severe

b. High-altitude, low-altitude, and terminal

c. Wide-range, medium-range, and narrow-range

11. The standard reception range for high-altitude VORs at 15,000 feet AGL is

a. 10 NM.

b. 100 NM.

c. 1,000 NM.

12.The standard reception range for low-altitude VORs is



a. 40 NM.

b. 80 NM.

c. 160 NM.

13.The standard reception range for terminal VORs is

a. 5 NM.

b. 25 NM.

c. 150 NM.

14.Circle the answers that make the statements true.

The VOR  / GPS is only to be used for navigation if the red OFF warning flag is
visible / hidden from view , the correct Morse code identifier is heard, and the
CDI / compass is not moving erratically.

15.What part of the VOR cockpit display indicates airplane position in terms of
angular deviation from the selected course?

a. Course deviation indicator (CDI)

b. Omni bearing selector (OBS)

c. TO/FROM flag

16.Each dot on the course deviation indicator is equivalent to how many degrees of
course deviation?

a. 2°

b. 5°

c. 10°

17.A full-scale deflection of five dots on the CDI indicates that the aircraft is

a. 5° off course.

b. 8° off course.

c. 10° or more off course.

18.When the airplane is closer to the ground station, the actual lateral distance
off-course for a given CDI indication will be smaller because



a. the CDI indicates vertical deviation.

b. the CDI indicates angular deviation.

c. the VOR becomes less sensitive.

19.Within what period of time prior to IFR flight must the VOR equipment be tested
to confirm it is within the tolerances of the allowed bearing error?

a. Before each IFR flight

b. Within the preceding 30 days

c. At each annual inspection

20.FAA VOR test facilities (VOTs) can be used to test accuracy on the ground by
tuning to the VOT frequency and

a. centering the CDI.

b. twisting the OBS to the 045 radial.

c. listening to the morse code identifier.

21.Using a VOT to test a VOR, the CDI needle should be centered and the omni
bearing indicator should read (with an acceptable tolerance of ±4°)

a. 360-TO or 180-FROM.

b. 360-FROM or 180-TO.

c. 090-FROM or 270-TO.

22.During a ground checkpoint test of a VOR, the designated radial shown on the
cockpit display must match within 4° of the radial with

a. the FROM flag showing.

b. the TO flag showing.

c. the warning flag showing.

23.Which VOR test is allowed to be within ±6° of the designated radial?

a. Airborne checkpoint

b. Ground checkpoint

c. This is never acceptable



24.Location of VOTs, ground checkpoints, and airborne checkpoints can be found in
the

a. low enroute chart.

b. Chart Supplement.

c. dictionary.

25.Dual system VORs can be used to check one against each other. The maximum
variation between the two indicated bearings is

a. ±4°.

b. ±6°

c. ±8°

26.A pilot can determine the orientation of the airplane relative to a VOR, by
identifying the VOR radial that the aircraft is on by

a. rotating the OBS until the CDI is centered with a FROM indication and
read the omni bearing indication on top.

b. rotating the OBS until the CDI indicates a full scale deflection off course
with a TO indication and subtracting 10 from the omni bearing indicator on
top.

c. asking other pilots on the radio.

27.Circle the answers that make the statements true.

To triangulate the position / airspeed of the airplane, two different VORs can be
tuned at the same time. With both CDIs centered / deflected , the airplane is
located at the position where the two radials / headings intersect.

28.The CDI will become more and more sensitive

a. as an airplane approaches a VOR.

b. as an airplane departs a VOR.

c. on East or West headings.

29.The area over a VOR ground station where the CDI may begin to flick from side
to side



a. the zone of terror.

b. the house of horrors.

c. the cone of confusion.

30.What will occur on the VOR cockpit display after passing over the VOR ground
station, as the aircraft transitions from the Inbound portion of the course to the
Outbound portion of the course?

a. The TO/FROM flag will flip.

b. The OBS will turn to the reciprocal course.

c. The morse code identifier will be heard.

31.A quick method exists for determining the aircraft’s position relative to the VOR
without centering the needle.

a. True

b. False

32.EXAMPLES of Pencil practice questions

a. In each of the following, determine which quadrant the airplane is currently
located in. (The first is provided as an example.)

33.To locate a desired VOR course, first twist the OBS knob to put the course

a. at the top of the dial.

b. at the bottom of the dial.

c. on the side of the dial.

34.Once a course has been selected, the VOR display indicates whether the
airplane is located on or off the

a. course.

b. heading.

c. glide slope.

35. If the airplane is not located on the selected course, the VOR display gives the
pilot guidance on how to fly to the course, by showing possible



a. intercept headings.

b. ground tracks.

c. radials.

36.During flight in the presence of crosswind, what method can the pilot use to
determine the wind correction angle needed to continue tracking a course?

a. Trial and error

b. Linear algebra

c. Bernoulli’s principle

37.EXAMPLES of Pencil practice questions

a. In each of the following, determine what heading the pilot should fly in
order to intercept the desired course at a 45° intercept angle. (The first is
provided as an example.

b.



c.



38.What flight instrument superimposes a VOR indicator onto a heading indicator?

a. GPS

b. Magnetic compass

c. Horizontal Situation Indicator (HSI)

39.? On many airplanes, the HSI receives a magnetic north reference from a remote
magnetic compass, and therefore

a. does not need to be continually reset.

b. must be reset like a normal heading indicator.

c. must have its own compass correction card.

Assignment Answers

1. f

2. c

3. b

4. a

5. b

6. a

7.

8. b

9. a

10.b

11. b

12.a

13.b

14.VOR; hidden from view; CDI



15.a

16.a

17.c

18.b

19.b

20.a

21.b

22.a

23.a

24.b

25.a

26.a

27.position; centered; radials

28.a

29.c

30.a

31.a

32. Pencil answers

33.a

34.a

35.a

36.a

37.Pencil answers

38.c

39.a




